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In order to review the turns and courses of the works; the exhibition emerges from the notion of
“translation movement.” This concept can be approached as a movement of interpretation. By
definition, a translation is taking something from one place to another, and this movement is
precisely a passage; then, translate is a synonym of interpretation and comes from Latin
traducĕre, to translate from one place to another.
According to Walter Benjamin, a good translation happens inside languages. In the case of
these artworks, it happens inside painting. The translation movement occurs within, instead of
between languages; namely, it doesn’t break the conventions of painting, but is a movement
within painting itself.
What new forms arise from this “movement”? The participant artists apply different uses or
actions of this generating idea. Each one starts and uses media owned by the language of
painting, and translates inside it. Translation, implies a movement not just as a change of place,
but upgrading and promoting an infinite revival of the form, producing displacement as a new
pictorial exercise, just as the translation of a text sprouts from the original to signify in another
language and expand its horizon.
Karin Sander’s paintings carry the trails of movement, adding evident traces from each exhibit.
On the other hand, in Jonathan Binet’s we see remains of performance, an action that is
intimate and antagonist to the natural elasticity of the canvas. In Nathan Peter’s work,
movement stretches the limits of painting beyond the surface, to lead it towards the object.
The language is updated and reborn when used and with each generation, every language
shelters infinitude and singularity inside.
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